INTRODUCTION
St. Lucia sits in the eastern Caribbean and is one of the Windward Islands. Originally settled by the French in the 1600's, control was handed over to the British in the early 19th century (“St. Lucia,” 2010). While English is the official language of the island, a French creole dialect is widely spoken (“St. Lucia,” 1999). St. Lucia achieved independence from Great Britain in 1979 and remains part of the Commonwealth (“St. Lucia,” 2010).

The island itself is mountainous and volcanic in origin (“St. Lucia,” 1999). Colonizers founded plantations, predominantly sugar cane, and ran them using imported labour – originally African slaves and, later, following the abolition of slavery, East Indian indentured workers (Renard, 2005).

Musical traditions of St. Lucia are in many ways similar to those of the other Caribbean islands colonized by the French. Lamagrit (La Marguerite) and Lawóz (La Rose), two societies founded in the 19th century, maintain and influence musical traditions. Both societies hold annual Flower Festivals which feature traditional and popular music (Renard, 2005). Music and dance derived from European dance traditions appear in indigenous forms on St. Lucia. Kwadril (the local creole spelling of quadrille), in particular was, until recently, a popular evening entertainment (Guilbault, 1998). The melodies for quadrilles and other Caribbean contra-dances are “predominantly European in character, although they may be enlivened by conventional improvised embellishments and syncopations, as when St. Lucian fiddlers alternate phrases (and often renditions of a given tune fragment) in binary and ternary meter” (Manuel, 2009, p. 24).

Music plays an important role in wakes and funerals. Musical choices at such events, from hymn singing to drumming, vary by religious affiliation (Guilbault, 1998). Calypso and soca music arrived in St. Lucia from neighboring islands and local, indigenous versions soon arose and are commonly heard during carnival season (Renard, 2005).

Music education is a part of the public school curriculum in St. Lucia and private training is
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offered through the St. Lucia School of Music (Renard, 2005). The school was founded in 1987 and has campuses in Castries, Gros Islet and Vieux-Fort. The school “has several ensembles: an intermediate and advanced band, a string orchestra, a symphonic orchestra, a jazz concert band, a jazz combo, as well as a number of orchestras emerging from various community outreach programmes” (“St. Lucia School of Music,” 2011). Through its innovative Manmay-la Di Wai (Children Make Music) project, the school seeks to “highlight the importance of indigenous music and musicians of the Caribbean as well as foster a greater appreciation for music from other parts of the world” (“St. Lucia School of Music,” 2011). Current Executive Director of the St. Lucia School of Music, Richard Payne expresses concern at the “increasingly powerful influence of dance hall and hip hop music and other popular forms, particularly on the young, and how they are shaping new forms of musical expression” (R. Payne, personal communication, April 4, 2013).

Payne is an accomplished pianist and composer, as well as co-founder and leader of the regional jazz group, Bluemango. Payne and fellow Saint Lucian artist and composer Francis John, eager to “shape their concept of contemporary jazz music with a perspective born out of their own life experience … decided to tap into the wellspring of the rich Creole heritage of their Caribbean homeland” (“Bluemango,” 2008).

Musical training is also offered by the Royal St. Lucia Police Band. The Police Band also provides support to musicians, arrangers and composers throughout the community (Renard, 2005).
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